Host Adm_Bolitho says:
The next vict...person to be interviewed is the CSO Lt.Cmdr Abdel Hammed

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***Continue***ROFTAGM's***

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***Continue***ROFTAGM's***

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::in his ready room::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Standing underneath the spot light in the board room::

XO_Bolitho says:
::On the Bridge just about to leave::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Sitting at her chair, yawning in boredom::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::on the bridge at TAC1::

TO_Darklighter says:
::at tac 2::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@CSO: Commander place your hand on the armrest and state your name, rank, serial number and designation aboard the Seleya!

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::wonders how the board is going::

SO_Emrys says:
:: on the bridge, manning SCI 1 ::

XO_Bolitho says:
CNS/TO: When you have a releif time is your own

ACMO_Mercz says:
::wakes up in the holodeck:: Self: Oops!!! Computer: End Program ::gets up and exits::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Turns to look at the XO:: XO: And where should I go?

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Places his hand on the armrest:: Bolithio: Abdel-Hamid, Hazzem, Lieutenant Commander, ::states serial number::, Cheif Science Officer USS Seleya

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::stands, and walks onto the bridge, his mug of coffee in his hand::

Host Adm_Rix says:
:CSO: Sit down, Lieutenant.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@CSO: Have a seat Commander!

XO_Bolitho says:
::shrugs and smiles:: CNS: Im sure your finsd something

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Sits down, heart pounding as hard as it can::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Just glances at her for a second and sighs::

XO_Bolitho says:
::sees the CO walk on to the Bridge::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CSO: Lieutenant, tell me how you view your actions on board the Seleya.

CTO_Vekasi says:
::checks ship status::

SO_Emrys says:
::nods to the Captain as he passes:: CO: Sir.

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@Rix: Any specifics, sir?

SO_Emrys says:
::looks back down at the science console::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: Ensign.

ACMO_Mercz says:
::enters the turbolift:: TL: Sickbay

CNS_Samantha says:
::Turns to look at the CO, she shrugs for a moment and then lowers her self in her chair::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CSO: How about your last mission?

XO_Bolitho says:
::walks over to the Engineering Consol ... Just to check something::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::moves over to the command chair, and sits in it::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Turns to her right to study the CO face expression:: CO: And how are we feeling today?

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@Rix: We were on our way to Starbase 13, we recieved a distress call from an Orion frieghter and as by Starfleet Regualtions are stated, and seeing that we were the closest ship, we had to intercept and rescue the ship.........

ACMO_Mercz says:
::exits the turbolift and enters Sickbay:: Self: Now were did i put those PADDs ::looking around and finds them::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CNS: Well..... I'm feeling fine, and so am I.... I think I am too.... ::nods:: we're fine. ::rolls eyes, and takes a sip from his coffee::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CSO: And did you?

CNS_Samantha says:
CO: Hrm, ::Pauses:: Nice joke.. Captain ::Sighs::

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@Rix: We did intercept the frieghter and began rescue opertations, but there was one thing suspicious ...
 
Host Adm_Rix says:
@CSO: Namely?

XO_Bolitho says:
::decides not to get annoyed with things and walks over to TAC2::

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@Rix: Their cargo bay was......un-scanable.

CNS_Samantha says:
CO: Sir? ::Thinks:: Never mind..

XO_Bolitho says:
::Leans against the consol:: TO: Have you got something to do ?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CNS: Counsellor?

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CSO: Now, your report on this incident states that you lost the warp core, is that correct?

CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: What's your current task Nathan?

TO_Darklighter says:
::looks up at the XO:: XO:Not really Ma'am.

XO_Bolitho says:
::Looks at the CTO::

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@Rix: Unfortunatly yes sir; the breech was invitable I had to eject it myself

XO_Bolitho says:
TO: Feel like a drink In ten forward?

CTO_Vekasi says:
::acknologes the XO::

CNS_Samantha says:
CO: Well, I was wondering if we could do the opening session now..

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CNS: Opening session?

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CSO: Tell me, Lieutenant Commander.  How do you feel after your assimilation?

ACMO_Mercz says:
::pick up the padd he want's and leaves sickbay, back to the turbolift:: TL: Deck 1

CTO_Vekasi says:
::nods to the TO to say he isn't needed::

TO_Darklighter says:
::looks at the CTO and then the XO:: XO: sure

CTO_Vekasi says:
XO: Congratulations maam

CNS_Samantha says:
CO: Yes, I was doing it with some of the crew so far and I might as well do it to you now

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Sits up surprised by the question:: Rix: In what way...admiral?

XO_Bolitho says:
::smiles at the CTO:: CTO: Unless you have any thing planned for our young TO ?

ACMO_Mercz says:
::exits the TL and looks for the XO, then walk over to the XO:

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CSO: Any pain, feelings.....voices?

CTO_Vekasi says:
XO: Not at all. Sewer duty...::grins::. He's free, just have mercy on him.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CNS: I see. Perhaps.... another time ::smiles, and nods::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Sees the ACMO walk over ::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glares at him and turns her head away::

Starbase Chief of OPS says:
COM: XO Commander I'm reviewing your request for a new warp core, and I'm still missing some 'paperwork'.

ACMO_Mercz says:
XO: Ma'am, I have here a revised schedule for the MO's, for your approval ::holds out the PADD::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::turns to look at the XO::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Stares at the XO and the ACMO::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::notices the CO and CNS talking, and returns to watching the viewscreen, with nothing else to do::

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Eyes gaze at the other Admirals:: Rix: Non that I know of; my mind sometimes sinks into memories of the past. My voice is still a little affected by the borg's modifications.

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@Rix: I don't believe those cause me any pain

XO_Bolitho says:
::Holds her hand to stop the ACMO for a moment:: COM: SBCOPS: You have paper work missing .... mind telling me what !!

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CSO: And of course that had nothing to do with the last mission.  We would be wrong to draw such a ....thoughtless conclusion.

SO_Emrys says:
::glances at the XO as she raises her voice::

CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: Captain, do you have a moment spare?

CNS_Samantha says:
::Wonders why the XO is so mad, she turns to look at the ACMO for a moment and then thinks about some thing::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
<Starbase Chief of OPS>COM: XO Specifically an incident report signed of by the Seleya's Captain

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::picks up a PADD from beside his chair, and starts to read it... pauses as the CTO speaks:: CTO: Of course.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CTO: The ready room?

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@Rix: My mental state was stable for my last mission, sir

CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: Uh yes please.

CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: Sir.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::stands, and walks into the ready room::

XO_Bolitho says:
::looks at the CO trying not to frown:: CO: Sit can I speak to you a moment

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CSO: Of course.  And was it stable when you disobeyed a direct order from your commanding officer whilst in the Delta Quadrant?

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances at the CO and the CTO as they leave to the Ready Room::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::enters the Ready Room::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::pauses just before he walks through the door:: XO: As soon as I'm done here, Commander

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@Rix: Sir?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::walks through the door, and behind the desk::

XO_Bolitho says:
COM:SBCOPS: Your missing it or youve lost it ?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CTO: Have a seat. What can I do for you?

XO_Bolitho says:
::Nods at the CO: CO: yes Sir

CNS_Samantha says:
::Sighs and closes her eyes, trying to relax a bit::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::sits down:: CO: Captain, can I please drop the formalities for the moment?

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CSO: According to the Captain's report, you were told to evacuate the saucer section.  You remained, and ended up being assimilated.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CTO: In what ways?

SO_Emrys says:
::begins running system diagnostics::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Looks at the ACMO:: ACMO: Sorry what was it again

CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: I mean, can I level with you? Man to man...not Lt to Captain?

Starbase Chief of OPS says:
COM: XO I don't lose anything Commander, I will await your report and you can have your warp core in ohh lets say another 4 weeks....

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@Rix: I did not remain willingly, sir. I was covering the crew along with Lieutenant Eman. When I got to the Turbolift, it was gone.

TO_Darklighter says:
::glares at his console::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Frowns at the noise around her, she gets up from her chair and begins pacing the bridge::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CTO: Lieutenant, what do you want to talk about? If it's a crisis regarding some sort of inferiority complex, please see the counsellor, if it's a ship issue then Commander Lira-Bolitho is your target, and if you have an issue wth me, spit it out. Now.

ACMO_Mercz says:
XO: It's alright I see your busy, but this PADD has a revised schedule for the MO's, for your aproval

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CSO: And were you obeying his orders when you decided to put the entire Federation at risk?

CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: Thankyou. Please don't take this personally or anything, I want to get on with everyone. I'd like to know why you did not include me in the Senior meeting when you assigned our new XO.

XO_Bolitho says:
COM:SBCOPS: You make us wait for that warp core another 4 weeks and I will do nothing but annoy you Until you doget it .... I will have that report for you as quickly as I can can

CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: I understand I was being questioned, but couldn't this meeting have waited until the questioning was over?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CTO: Because you were present at the board of inquiry. I saw no reason for it to wait.

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@Rix: How can I? I was assimilated. Recovering me was an option

XO_Bolitho says:
ACMO: Thankyou ... ::takes the Padd::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Turns to look at the TO for a moment and then resumes her pacing::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CSO: I'm talking about your joint decision to enter the Delta Quadrant with everything else going on around you in your own sector of space, Mister.

Starbase Chief of OPS says:
COM: XO I follow regulation, get me the paperwork and I will see what can be done...there is no sense in annoying the Admiral after all! ::smiles to himself:: Cochrane out!

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@::The borg tone in his voice is rising bit by bit::

CTO_Vekasi says:
CTO: Sir, it's not often that I get to see a new XO being assigned, and there was no rush. It's not like we desperately needed an XO before we finished being questioned.

XO_Bolitho says:
::Is in disbelief he said that and just looks at the Consol infront calming herself down::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@::Narrows eyes at the CSO::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CTO: Lieutenant, I think my need for an Executive officer is being displayed right here. One of their duties is to filter the relevant from the irrelevant, and pass it to the Captain. Is this meeting about anything other than you feeling left out?

CTO_Vekasi says:
::looks a little disapointed:: CO: Thankyou for your time. ::stands and turns to leave::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances at the XO:: XO: Is every thing okay, ma'am?

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@Rix: The captain is our leader. The joint decision to enter the Delta Quadrant was important. After all, if we didn't go, the federation would have been assimilated by now would it not?

XO_Bolitho says:
COM: SBOPS: As I said that report will be with you !!!!!

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*XO* Commander Bolitho, I believe you wanted to speak with me?

XO_Bolitho says:
*CO* yes Sir

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CSO: That's not your place to speculate.  Your immediate concern is the protection of the Alpha Quadrant.  By entering the Delta Quadrant with a potential Borg incursion you effectively put us all at risk.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::stands::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::leaves the Ready Room and walks fast to TAC1 not saying a word::

XO_Bolitho says:
::walks to the RR taking a deep breath and chimes Door

TO_Darklighter says:
::turns and looks at the CTO for a few seconds and then turns back around::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: Enter.

ACMO_Mercz says:
::turns around and heads back to the turbolift:: TL: Sickbay

SO_Emrys says:
::glances up at the CTO as he rushes by ... he doesn't seem happy::

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Remains silent, knowing that if he talks his borg tone will ring through the room::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::wishes he had a seat::

XO_Bolitho says:
CNS: lets not talk about it ::smiles and enters RR::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::indicates the replicator:: XO: Have a seat Commander. Can I offer you anything?

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CSO: I don't think that you're quite ready for your position yet, Commander.  You're currently on some medical leave, aren't you?

CTO_Vekasi says:
::tries to concentrate on the little work he has to do::

CNS_Samantha says:
XO: Very well ::Smiles at her direction and turns away::

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: no thank you Sir .......

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@Rix: Just muscular therapy on my facial muscles, this is all

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::nods, and sits himself:: XO: Sit, please. ::smiles warmly:: what can I do for you?

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CSO: Make sure you stay on medical leave until this is over, Lieutenant.  Dismissed.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::takes a sip from his coffee mug::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::brushes his hand through his hair and has an annoyed look on his face:: Aloud, annoyed: Ahh!

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: Seems Starbase Ops are missing an incident report on the Warp core and as such are rusing to hand one over :: Still annoyed at the OPS last comment::

SO_Emrys says:
::blinks at the CTO::

TO_Darklighter says:
::looks over his shoulder at the CTO::

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Gets up, giving Bolithio an eye of blame:: Rix: Understood

ACMO_Mercz says:
::exits the TL and enters Sickbay:: MO's: At Attention ::watches the MO's follow his command

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The CSO is beamed back aboard the Seleya

CNS_Samantha says:
::Turns to look at the CTO:: CTO: Is some thing wrong ::Pauses:: Sir?

CTO_Vekasi says:
SO/TO: Sorry.

Host Adm_Rix says:
@Bolitho: I don't know about you, but I think he's certainly caused a fair share of this mess.

TO_Darklighter says:
::returns to stairing at his console::

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: Yes counselor there is, but i feel there is nothing anyone can do about it apart from me.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@RIX: What is he still doing on duty is what I want to know...

CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: Weren't you going for a drink?

Host Adm_Rix says:
@Bolitho: Well, he won't be for much longer.  That's for sure.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::frowns:: XO: I see.... sorry, I would have expected Lieutenant Commande Abdel-Hamid to have filled out the paperwork on the way back to the starbase... I'll write one up as soon as possible.

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
*CO* Hazzem to Captain Hawkinson reporting back to the ship ::Borg tone very high in his voice::

TO_Darklighter says:
CTO: I wa, until the XO was called away

CNS_Samantha says:
::Walks over to him:: CTO: Mmm, why don't you try me? ::Smiles at him::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: Is there anything else?

CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: Well, anyway, you are still free to go if you wish.

Host Adm_Rix says:
@::looks in his PADD:: Bolitho: Call......Commander, er.  Commander Bolitho.  ::looks at Bolitho::

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: Hmm....you think so?

TO_Darklighter says:
CTO: I think i'll stay put sir

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@::Shakes his head:: RIX: the problem is he is a very good officer with the right counseling and medical leave I'm sure he could an asset to the ship

XO_Bolitho says:
CO: Thank you Sir .. No theres nothing else

CNS_Samantha says:
CTO: What do you have to lose?

CTO_Vekasi says:
TO: as you wish.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*CSO* Commander, report to the ready room immediately.

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: Ok, lets go.

ACMO_Mercz says:
MO's: On these PADDs are a revised schedule to give you more of a break, from your duties until we get underway again, but remember to prepared for any emergency. ::hands out PADDs:: At ease.

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
*CO* Yes sir, Hazzem out

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@RIX: You take the lead here old friend

CNS_Samantha says:
::Nods and walks to the direction of the TL::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::nods and smiles again:: XO: Dimissed.

Host Adm_Rix says:
@Bolitho: I pray you're right.  And of course.

XO_Bolitho says:
::Nods and goes to leave the RR::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::follows the CNS with the feeling he's forgetting something::

Host CSO_Hazzem says:
::Walks to the TL, and orders it to the bridge. Looks at the walls of the TL trying to hold himself::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Presses the button at the TL and waits quietly, watching the XO as she exits the Ready Room::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@COM:CO: We would like to see Commander Lira- Bolitho please!

XO_Bolitho says:
::Leaves the RR and walks onto the Bridge::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*XO* Commander Lira-bolitho, report to the board of inquiry immediately

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@::clears his throat::

TO_Darklighter says:
::moves to tac 1::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::suddenly realises that he's next::

SO_Emrys says:
XO: Ma'am, I can beam you directly from here, if you like?

XO_Bolitho says:
::takes a deep breath :: *CO* Aye Sir

CNS_Samantha says:
::Enters the TL as the doors open, she turns around::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Exits the TL and walks up to the Ready Room, rings its chime::

Host XO_Bolitho says:
SO: You might as well

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Bolitho: She's on her way sir

CTO_Vekasi says:
::waits for the CSO to exit the Turbolift before stepping inside. CSO: How did it go?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: Enter.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
COM:CO: Thank you Captain

SO_Emrys says:
::grins and nods:: XO: Aye, sir. ::enters the co-ordinates for the Board of Inquiry, and energises::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Passes by the CTO and into the RR:: CO: Reporting as ordered, sir

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Bolitho: Anytime sir. Hawkinson out.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Stands tall, tying his hands behind his back::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::closes the TL doors::

Host XO_Bolitho says:
::materliases In front of the admirals::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@::XO: Stand to attention, Mister!

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances at the CSO:: Self: That was odd

Host XO_Bolitho says:
::is at attention::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The Seleya's XO materilaises in front of the board::

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: I take it he didn't have a good time

CNS_Samantha says:
TL: Deck 11

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: Commander.... congratulations. ::smiles:: you not only stranded us here until we can get a new warp core, you've also held us up by not filing an incident report on the way back to the starbase.

CTO_Vekasi says:
TL: Halt.

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: Lets just do it here please.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@XO: Place your arm on the armrest and state your name, rank, serial number and designation aboard the Seleya!

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
::keeps a straight impassive face::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Stands silent, that is all he can do to calm himself down::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Turns surprised at the CTO:: CTO: What?

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: OK, here's the lowdown. I arrive on the ship. I try to make friends. I make say 2 or 3, one being an old friend anyway.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: Commander Lira-bolitho is less than impressed that paperwork is lacking, as am I.

CNS_Samantha says:
CTO: How long have you been on this ship?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: I....am sorry...sir. I'm not familiar with command duties

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Voice is totally borg::

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: I get the feeling I'm not wanted here. The captain seems to disregard the fact that maybe his action calling for a senior meeting while everyone wasn't available might just be offensive.

Host XO_Bolitho says:
@Biltho/ Rix: Cmdr Lira_Bolitho Serial Number 991006-001 current designation First Offivcer Sir

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: A few months

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: Sit down, Commander.

CNS_Samantha says:
CTO: Forget the Captain for a moment, I will deal with him later

Host XO_Bolitho says:
@::Sits Down::

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: What do you mean you'll deal with it later? You've brought his attitude to his attention?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: Commander.... considering the activies that took place on the way back to the starbase... whatever didn't happen... the events in the Delta Quadrant, and your current... state of health.... I want you to take some leave.

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: Obviously we are not here to talk about your involvement with the Borg incident.  ::smiles::

ACMO_Mercz says:
::walks over to the replicator:: Computer: Balso Tonic ::picks up the glass and takes a sip::

CNS_Samantha says:
CTO: But I really suggest you will give your self more time, this things don't work out in just few months. Sir, forget the CO for now. I have a policy not to talk about people behind their backs

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: permission to speak freely sir

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: Granted.

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: Although any input you have would be useful.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@::face remains impassive as he stares down at his wife::

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: Nice to hear it, but I can't really address the matter to him.

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: More time? How long?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: I must say sir, it does feel alot better hearing you ordering me to stay off duty. Unlike the board's decision

Host XO_Bolitho says:
@::Just looks avioding Adm Bolithos stare::

CNS_Samantha says:
CTO: Don't worry, I will. A few more weeks, even a month, it will give me a chance to talk with the rest of the crew as well. I really can't help you until I will know the crew better

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: Do you have any input that would be useful for us, Commander?

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: The crew doesn't gel

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: We'll all deal with the board when it terminates, and its rulings are made. For the meantime, consider yourself on medical leave, and I want you to take counselling.

Host XO_Bolitho says:
@Rix: Sir to be perfectly honest I don't know what kind of Input you are after

CSO_Hazzem says:
::sighs::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: Have any of the crew discussed the incident with you?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Yes sir

Host XO_Bolitho says:
@Rix: No Sir

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: Dismissed.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Nods, and walks out of the RR::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: Tell me, are there any reports from your predecessor as to her using the cloaking device that was installed on the Seleya during that incident?

ACMO_Mercz says:
::finishes his drink and puts the glass back in the replicator::

CNS_Samantha says:
CTO: Sir, trust me on this. I will get back to you on the CO matter after I will have a talk with him. About how you feel here, I will have to find out some thing. Is that okay by you, Sir?

SO_Emrys says:
::sees the look on Hazzems face as he leaves the RR::

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: Find out what exactly?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Stands infront of the RR doors and looks around the bridge::

Host XO_Bolitho says:
@::tries not to cringe about the Cloaking devise::Rix: With out reading her logs Sir .. there is nothing

CNS_Samantha says:
CTO: Any thing that will help me find out if you are right, or if you are just not giving it enough time

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: and another thing is that the captain probably thinks i'm just being awkward

SO_Emrys says:
::nods in greeting to the CSO:: CSO: Chief.

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: I thought this wouldn't work. Sorry I wasted your time

CTO_Vekasi says:
TL: Bridge.

CNS_Samantha says:
CTO: Why do you say that?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Nods at SO silently::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: Of course.  Although it would be safe to assume that, if you were in Unimatrix 01 you, too, would have engaged it.

CNS_Samantha says:
TL: Halt TL

CNS_Samantha says:
CTO: Answer me please

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: I mean, I wasted your time with a stupid issue

SO_Emrys says:
CSO: Chief, you okay?

ACMO_Mercz says:
::heads over to the computer in the office::

CTO_Vekasi says:
TL: Resume

CNS_Samantha says:
TL: Halt until you get my command

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Walks to the TL, not answering the SO. Calls the TL::

CNS_Samantha says:
CTO: Sir, how does it seems like you wasted my time?

Host XO_Bolitho says:
@::Raises her eye brow wondering just how to answer that:: Rix: Sir if it meant saving Lifes then yes given the circumstances they were under it would have crossed my mind

CSO_Hazzem says:
SO: Ensign........

SO_Emrys says:
::turns to Hazz questioningly::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::puts one hand on CNS's shoulder:: CNS: I just want to get on with the crew. I can't seem to do that. And I wasted your time because my problem isn't worth the time of day

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@::Blinks just once and continues to stare::

CSO_Hazzem says:
SO: You have the Science department under your hands, until further notice.

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: Of course.  Now, that cloaking device was installed while the Department was under your command, is that right?

CNS_Samantha says:
CTO: One thing you will have to know about me, I always have time for the crew. Do you understand me, sir?

SO_Emrys says:
CSO: Sir?

CSO_Hazzem says:
SO: Do you read me, Ensign?

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@::Sits a little straighter in his seat waiting for the answer::

Host XO_Bolitho says:
@Rix: The foirst time or the second time Sir ?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::stands, and places his coffee mug in the replicator to recycle it::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::looks into CNS's eyes and removes hand:: CNS: I hear you. Thankyou.

SO_Emrys says:
::clears his throat, and remembers where he is:: CSO: Aye, sir.

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: Either.

CNS_Samantha says:
CTO: Hearing me is fine, but do you understand me?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::walks out onto the bridge... and wonders where everyone seems to have gone::

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: Yes.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Nods, turns around:: SO: Take good care of it

CNS_Samantha says:
::Stares at his eyes for a moment:: CTO: What do you understand then?

SO_Emrys says:
::nods, turning back to his console, then notices the Captain has returned from the RR::

Host XO_Bolitho says:
@Rix: Well the First time it was installed was under Strfleet orders while we were working with the KLingons, the Second time Engineering was not under my command Sir

SO_Emrys says:
ALL: Captain on the bridge.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Enters the TL:: TL: Deck 4

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ALL: As you were.

CTO_Vekasi says:
::keeps looking at CNS:: CNS: That you have time fr the crew

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: So it was removed at the end of the first mission?

SO_Emrys says:
::returns his attention to the science scans:: 

Host XO_Bolitho says:
@rix: yes Sir, it had taken all our systems offline.. so Had to be removed

CNS_Samantha says:
TL: Resume

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: And when were you planning on returning it to Starfleet Command?

SO_Emrys says:
CO: Sir .... can I ask something?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::moves to his chair, and sits in it::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: Of course, Ensign.

CTO_Vekasi says:
TL: Halt.

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: Do  you think it's just me though?

CNS_Samantha says:
::Turns to look at the CTO again:: CTO: What is it?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Exits the TL, and enters his quarters. Falls onto his comfy chair gazing into space::

SO_Emrys says:
CSO: Sir, it's about the Chief ... Mr. Abdel-Hamid ..... He just told me that science was under my command. Has he resigned his commission?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
SO: No Ensign, he's on medical leave.

CNS_Samantha says:
CTO: I'm sure this is not the case, I'm sure that if you will give the crew more time you will find great new friends among them

SO_Emrys says:
::nods in understanding:: CO: Understood, sir.

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: Yes but do you think i'm taking out of proportion? ::looks seriously at the CNS::

CEO_Travis says:
::walks on the bridge from the TL and pauses to look around.. padd in hand::

SO_Emrys says:
::nods in greeting to the CEO::

TO_Darklighter says:
::looks at the CEO::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Looks at the CTO for a moment:: CTO: That doesn't matter now, give me some time and I will answer that question. Okay?

CEO_Travis says:
:nods to the SO and flashes a quick smile.. looks over at the CO::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::picks up a PADD, and starts working on the incident report::

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: It does matter to me. If i'm just being a nuisance i'll just forget about it.

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: I'm waiting, Commander.....

CEO_Travis says:
CO: sir.. ::walks over to the CO and holds out a padd::

CNS_Samantha says:
CTO: Don't you dare think that you are a nuisance, do you understand me?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Starts to take off his uniform, throws his badge onto the table::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::offers hand:: CNS: Deal. You want to be friends? ::has a totally straight face::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CEO: Yes, Lieutenant? ::takes the PADD::

CEO_Travis says:
CO: Lt Darla Travis reporting as ordered..

CNS_Samantha says:
CTO: I don't want the crew going around thinking things about them self that are no where close to the truth. ::Looks shocked at him:: Wh.. what?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CEO: welcome aboard ::extends his hand::

Host XO_Bolitho says:
@::Knew that question was coming::Rix: Sir to be honest with you it was put in the Engineering labs to be retuned, and seems it was forgotton about ::cringes::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::doesn't say a word, just extends his hand further::

ACMO_Mercz says:
Computer: Display data on Starfleet command. SD 10105.20 through SD 10107.22

CEO_Travis says:
::shakes the CO's hand and nods:: CO: thank you sir.. big ship you got here.

CTO_Vekasi says:
TL: Deck 4, resume

Host Adm_Rix says:
@::raises an eyebrow::  XO: Forgotten?  ::almost chews on the word::

Computer says:
ACMO: Working .....

CNS_Samantha says:
CTO: Su..re ::Turns to look at his hand::

Computer says:
ACMO: ...... Ready.

CNS_Samantha says:
Self: Great, another terran thing.. ::Sighs and shakes his hand::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@::takes a deep breath::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Enters his bathroom, after a while he gets out of there with a towel around his waist:: Computer: Some relaxing music please

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CEO: I like her. Take your station, Lieutenant.

CEO_Travis says:
CO: umm you mean on the bridge or down below?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CEO: As you please.

Computer says:
CSO: Please specify parameters.

CTO_Vekasi says:
::exits the TL on deck 4:: CNS: thankyou

CEO_Travis says:
CO: aye sir.. ::nods and turns to look at the rest of the bridge crew::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::wathes the TL doors close with CNS inside::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Nods as the TL doors close:: TL: Bridge please

Host XO_Bolitho says:
@Rix: Sir Im not going to lies to you ... yes I forgot the about the cloaking devise, I did remeber the last time we docked but things happened and I couldn't return it . so Yes it was my fault the cloaking devise was on the Seleya so they could use it

CSO_Hazzem says:
Computer: Classical, 19th century. And random choice

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: And I would be wrong to speculate that you planned on keeping it in case you needed to use it again.

Computer says:
CSO: Acknowledged. ::plays selection::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Exits the TL, she looks back oddly and then begins walking to the CO::

Host XO_Bolitho says:
@Rix: You would be very wrong Sir,

CEO_Travis says:
::sighs and exits the bridge::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::walks around to the CSO's quarters and beeps on the door::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: Of course.  Something like that would be tantamount to epsioage.

CSO_Hazzem says:
Computer: Halt music

CNS_Samantha says:
CO: Sir, I'm afraid I have to talk with you

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: Wouldn't you agree?

ACMO_Mercz says:
Computer: Search information on the Wraith

Computer says:
::halts music::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::trying to write an incident report.. when he knows very little about the incident::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Puts on his robe:: CTO: Enter

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CNS: What is it?

Computer says:
ACMO: Working ......

Host XO_Bolitho says:
@Rix: Yes Sir ... I would agree strongly with you

CNS_Samantha says:
CNS: About the CTO, can we go to my office or to your Ready Room?

CEO_Travis says:
::enters main engineering and walks to the main deck::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::enters the CSO's quarters:: CSO: I thought I'd pop in and see how you're holding up

Computer says:
ACMO: Define parameters of search.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::stands, and walks into the ready room, indicating for the CNS to follow::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: Good.  Consider yourself lucky that you're still in Starfleet when you leave this room.  Your little lapse of memory could have cost you your career.  Now get out.

CEO_Travis says:
::pauses and stares at the empty space where the warp core should be and blinks:: self: gee that dn't build them liek they use too

CNS_Samantha says:
::Walks after him, she seems to be thinking of some thing::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@XO: Dismissed, Crewman.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sees the CTO:: CTO: if you only knew, Lieutenant

ACMO_Mercz says:
Computer: Search all logs with Wraith mentioned

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The Seleya's XO is beamed back aboard the Seleya

CTO_Vekasi says:
CSO: Talk to me about it. I know it can't be easy.

Host XO_Bolitho says:
::materliases back on the Seleya::

CEO_Travis says:
::sighs and goes to meet the staff::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Please have a seat ::walks to the replicator:: Anything to drink?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CNS: What is it?

Computer says:
ACMO: There are 24, 891 logs containing the word 'Wraith'.

CNS_Samantha says:
CO: Sir, I want to know what is the problem. I just got back from a very hart CTO

CTO_Vekasi says:
CSO: Same as you please. ::sits down::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@Rix: Thank you ::takes a deep breath:: I think that leaves just the CO left....

Host XO_Bolitho says:
*CO*Sir just to advise you Im back aboard

Host Adm_Rix says:
@Bolitho: ::nods:: Looks like it's time to go to the heart of this fiasco.  Bring in the ringleader, Admiral.  Get me Captain Hawkinson.......

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::checks to make sure his uniform is spotless::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*XO* Thank-you Commander... the ship is yours.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: As you wish Computer: Two Raktajinos, triple sweet

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::knows he will be called next::

Host XO_Bolitho says:
*CO* Good Luck Sir

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@COM:CO: Captain Hawkinson report to the inquiry immeidately!

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CNS: This is going to have to wait ::indicates the door::

Host XO_Bolitho says:
::makes her way to the Bridge::

Computer says:
::two Raktajinos materialise::

CNS_Samantha says:
CO: You are going to talk with me today, this is an order if you must.

ACMO_Mercz says:
Computer: Refine search to logs mentioning of an attack in Starfleet Command during mentioned stardates

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*XO* Thanks, Commander. ::walks out onto the bridge.::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
TO: Beam me directly to te board of inquiry.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::stands at attention::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glares at the CO's back::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Picks up the mugs, hands one to the CTO:: CTO: So, how can I be of help?

CTO_Vekasi says:
::takes the drink:: CSO: thanks. So what happened in questioning?

CEO_Travis says:
::gets an up to date report on system status.. and scrolls over the data.. notices a few stares from passign crew.. as she leans on the door frame .. glances up and the crew members hurry on:: hmmph

Computer says:
ACMO: Access to specified logs denied.

CNS_Samantha says:
::Exits the Ready Room::

Host XO_Bolitho says:
::enter the TL:: TL: bridge

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Bolitho: I'm on my way sir.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Takes a sip:: CTO: What do you think they were about?

CTO_Vekasi says:
CSO: I wasnt to know your view on it Hazzem.

ACMO_Mercz says:
::bangs hand on desk:: Self: Darn!!

TO_Darklighter says:
::looks at the CO:: CO ready sir?

CTO_Vekasi says:
::takes a sip from the mug and looks at the CSO::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Walks to her chair and sits down quietly, trying to find some thing in a PADD she is holding::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
TO: Energise

TO_Darklighter says:
::nods his head and presses his console::

Host XO_Bolitho says:
::enters the bridge and looks around::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION:Captain Hawkinson appears in the centre of a dark room with a bright spotlight centered on him, above him sitting  are three Admirals silhouted against background lights starring down at the newly arrived CO

CSO_Hazzem says:
::sighs::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::materialises at attention in the board room::

CEO_Travis says:
::scratches head and puts the padd down.. walks toward the office and main lab::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: They did not like the idea of a former drone to be walking around the ship on duty.

ACMO_Mercz says:
Computer: Authorization Mercz-Beta-5-3

Host XO_Bolitho says:
::walks over to the Big chair and sits down ::

Computer says:
ACMO: Access denied.

CNS_Samantha says:
::Smiles at the XO::

CTO_Vekasi says:
CSO: That's obsurd. Starfleet didn't have many objections to Picard returning to duty

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
@::looks at the board::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***Pause the ROTAGM's***

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***Pause the ROTAGM's***



